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Series of horizontal saccadic eye movements (EMs) are known to improve episodic memory
retrieval in healthy adults and to facilitate the processing of traumatic memories in eye movement
desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) therapy. Several authors have proposed that EMs
achieve these effects by increasing the functional connectivity of the two brain hemispheres,
but direct evidence for this proposal is lacking. The aim of this study was to investigate whether
memory enhancement following bilateral EMs is associated with increased interhemispheric
coherence in the electroencephalogram (EEG). Fourteen healthy young adults were asked to
freely recall lists of studied neutral and emotional words after a series of bilateral EMs and a
control procedure. Baseline EEG activity was recorded before and after the EM and control
procedures. Phase and amplitude coherence between bilaterally homologous brain areas
were calculated for six frequency bands and electrode pairs across the entire scalp. Behavioral
analyses showed that participants recalled more emotional (but not neutral) words following the
EM procedure than following the control procedure. However, the EEG analyses indicated no
evidence that the EMs altered participants’ interhemispheric coherence or that improvements
in recall were correlated with such changes in coherence. These findings cast doubt on the
interhemispheric interaction hypothesis, and therefore may have important implications for
future research on the neurobiological mechanism underlying EMDR.
Keywords: horizontal, saccadic, eye, movements, coherence, interhemispheric, emotional, EMDR

Introduction
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a debilitating condition,
characterized by repeated and unwanted reexperiencing of a traumatic event, hyperarousal, and avoidance of stimuli that could serve
as reminders for the event. A hallmark symptom of PTSD is memory
disturbance, in the form of intrusive memories (flashbacks, nightmares etc). At the same time, PTSD patients tend to have impaired
episodic memory, both in the form of overgeneral memory for
autobiographical events (see McNally et al., 1995; Schönfeld and
Ehlers, 2006) and diminished recall of neutral information (see
Elzinga and Bremmer, 2002). Eye movement desensitization and
reprocessing (EMDR) therapy, developed by Shapiro (1989), has
been established as an effective treatment for patients with PTSD
(American Psychiatric Association, 2004; Lamprecht et al., 2004;
Bisson et al., 2007; Cukor et al., 2010). EMDR therapy involves
processing of the traumatic memories while patients are engaged
in bilateral sensory stimulation, most commonly in the form of
horizontal saccadic eye movements (EMs; other forms of bilateral stimulation include sound, tapping, or vibration; see ServanSchreiber et al., 2006). This bilateral stimulation is assumed to be
instrumental for the alleviation of the memory symptoms of PTSD
patients (Montgomery and Ayllon, 1994; Lee and Drummond,
2008; Lilley et al., 2009). Other studies have reported that EMs also
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decrease the vividness and distress of emotional autobiographical
memories in healthy adults (Andrade et al., 1997; Kavanagh et al.,
2001; van den Hout et al., 2001, 2010; Barrowcliff et al., 2004; Kemps
and Tiggemann, 2007; Gunter and Bodner, 2008; Maxfield et al.,
2008; Schubert et al., 2011).
Horizontal saccadic EMs also benefit the recall of neutral autobiographical memories in healthy adults. After a 30-s period of
horizontal saccadic EMs immediately prior to retrieval, participants
recall more recent and early childhood events (Christman et al.,
2003, 2006), and more autobiographical memories cued by neutral and emotional words (Parker and Dagnall, 2010). Moreover,
horizontal EMs have also been related to the recall of more neutral
words (Christman et al., 2003; Lyle et al., 2008a; Parker et al., 2008),
fewer critical lures in the verbal converging semantic associates
(DRM) paradigm (Christman et al., 2004; Parker and Dagnall,
2007), more details in a visual event narrative (Parker et al., 2009),
and more landmark shape and location information (Brunyé et al.,
2009). In these studies, the EM procedure was designed to be similar
to that used in EMDR: participants watched a dot that alternately
appeared on the left and right side of the screen, changing position
twice per second. This procedure was compared with a control
condition, in most studies consisting of vertical saccadic EMs or a
centrally presented dot changing color twice per second.
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Although the effects of EMs on (sub)traumatic autobiographical
memories and neutral episodic memories seem hard to reconcile,
researchers have proposed a similar neural basis for these effects.
For example, Servan-Schreiber (2000) has suggested that the EMs
involved in the EMDR procedure may benefit memory by increasing the synchronization of the hemispheres and their functional
connectivity (see Bergmann, 1998, for a similar account). He
hypothesized that bilateral saccadic EMs may “induce a background
of synchronous neural activity across cerebral hemispheres” which
is supposed to “contribute to the reintegration of dissociated aspects
of memories by re-establishing a synchrony between functionally
disconnected areas” (see p. 18). As such, EMDR may promote the
integration of the traumatic material with verbal representations
of the larger context of the patient’s life. Likewise, Propper and
Christman (2008) conclude, on the basis of a literature review,
that the improvements in episodic memory observed after bilateral
EMs reflect increased interhemispheric interaction. Evidence that
interhemispheric interaction is an important component of episodic memory is provided by imaging studies showing asymmetric
lateralization of prefrontal activity during episodic encoding (i.e.,
left side of the brain) vs. retrieval (i.e., more right/bilateral activation; Habib et al., 2003). Other indirect evidence comes from visual
half-field studies (Christman and Propper, 2001) and studies showing impaired episodic memory in strongly right-handed individuals
(Christman et al., 2004; Propper et al., 2005; Lyle et al., 2008b).
Despite these proposals, there is only limited and indirect evidence that the effects of EMs on memory are mediated by increased
interhemispheric interaction. First, one study has shown that memory performance of strongly right-handed individuals increased
after EMs almost to the level of mixed-handed individuals, whose
performance did not improve (Lyle et al., 2008a). This finding suggests that EMs allow strongly right-handers to temporarily compensate for their reduced functional hemispheric connectivity
compared to mixed handers, whose differential brain lateralization
calls for enhanced flow of information between the hemispheres
(mediated by their enhanced corpus callosum size; e.g., Witelson
and Goldsmith, 1991). Second, interhemispheric electroencephalography (EEG) coherence (a measure of hemispheric functional
connectivity) increases during REM sleep (Dummermuth and
Lehman, 1981; Barcaro et al., 1989) and this increase has been
specifically linked to the occurrence of horizontal EMs during
REM phases (Dionne, 1986). And third, Bakan and Svorad (1969)
have found that lateral EMs lead to a sustained increase in the
activation of the contralateral hemisphere. Thus, repeated left–
right EMs presumably result in simultaneous activation of both
hemispheres, which is assumed to foster interhemispheric communication (Propper and Christman, 2008).
A recent study has tried to address the interhemispheric interaction hypothesis more directly using EEG. Propper et al. (2007)
measured frontal interhemispheric gamma EEG coherence after
30 s of bilateral saccadic EMs. Interhemispheric coherence is
thought to reflect long-range functional connectivity between
corresponding brain regions in the two hemispheres, mediated primarily via the corpus callosum (Knyazeva et al., 1999).
Somewhat surprisingly, Propper et al. (2007) found that the EMs
reduced interhemispheric coherence. Unfortunately, however, this
study had several methodological limitations: it involved a (less
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 owerful) between-subjects design; it did not include a memory
p
task, so changes in EEG coherence could not be associated with
changes in memory performance; coherence estimates were calculated on two 1-s epochs, which is too short for a good estimate, and
therefore likely to yield a noisy measure of coherence; and the EEG
signal was recorded from only one pair of (prefrontal) electrodes.
The main aim of this EEG study was to test the interhemispheric interaction hypothesis, while addressing the limitations
of the Propper et al. (2007) study. Fourteen healthy young adults
came to our lab twice and on both occasions studied a list of neutral
and emotional words. After a retention period they were asked to
recall as many of the words as possible. Prior to this retrieval phase
participants engaged in 30 s of horizontal saccadic EMs (in one
session) or a control procedure (in the other session). Immediately
before and after this procedure, we collected baseline EEG data
from 31 electrodes covering the entire scalp. To investigate the
effects of horizontal EMs on interhemispheric communication
we conducted EEG analyses to examine EM-related changes in
the synchronization of neural activity – or coherence – between
symmetric scalp regions.
According to the interhemispheric interaction hypothesis, interhemispheric coherence should increase (or alter) following the saccadic EM procedure compared to the control procedure. Although
changes in interhemispheric coherence were examined for all electrode sites, given the established role of the prefrontal cortices in
episodic retrieval, we specifically predicted EM-related changes
in interhemispheric coherence over prefrontal brain regions. In
addition, we hypothesized that if interhemispheric interaction is
an important component of episodic memory, inter-individual
differences in interhemispheric coherence should correlate with
performance in the free recall task. Although the recall of neutral
experimental stimuli after horizontal saccadic EMs has been widely
investigated, no studies have yet examined the effects of EMs on
memory for emotional material. In this study, participants were
therefore presented with both neutral and emotional words in order
to examine whether the EMs have a similar impact on emotional
vs. neutral word recall.

Materials and Methods
Participants

Fourteen female students at Leiden University (M age = 20.9,
SD = 3.08) participated in the study for course credit or €15. All
participants were native speakers of Dutch and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Exclusion criteria were: mixed and
left-handedness, high levels of psychological distress (as indexed by
mean score >149 on the Symptoms Checklist 90 (SCL90, Arrindell
and Ettema, 1986), neurological symptoms, head-trauma history,
and substance use/addiction. Handedness was assessed by the
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Participants
scoring +7.5 and below were classified as mixed-handed and
excluded, whereas those scoring +8.0 and above were classified as
strongly right-handed and included (M score = 98.3, SD = 5.77).
Stimuli

In the EM condition, a single black dot with a diameter of approximately 4° of visual angle appeared sequentially on the left and right
portion of the display (at 27° apart) for 30 s. The dot changed
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position every 500 ms, leading to two saccadic EMs per second
(see Christman et al., 2003; Parker and Dagnall, 2007; Lyle et al.,
2008a for similar procedures). In the control condition, a colored
circle of the same diameter as the black dot was presented centrally.
The circle changed color twice per second, alternating between
green and red. The control condition was adopted from previous studies (Christman et al., 2004, 2006) and was preferred over
a “do-anything” 30-s period in order to avoid spontaneous EMs
mimicking horizontal bilateral saccades.
For encoding, words were presented in black font in the center
of a white screen. The word stimuli for encoding consisted of 144
common Dutch words selected from Hermans and De Houwer’s
(1994) list of 740 Dutch words rated for their subjective familiarity
and affectivity (see Table 1 for a sample of the stimuli). The words
were divided in two sets of 72 words that were matched in length
(M = 7.3, SD = 1.8) and frequency (M = 781.2, SD = 1053.6) that
were counterbalanced across the two conditions. There were no
list effects on the number of recalled words [t(13) = 0.7, p = 0.47].
Procedure

The study was approved by the ethical committee of the Leiden
University Medical Centre and carried out in accordance with the
latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki.
All participants were tested in the EM condition and the control
condition, in two separate 1-h sessions, 1 week apart. The order of
conditions was counterbalanced across participants. At the start of
Table 1 | Sample of the Dutch words included in the study lists with
their English translation.
Example memory stimuli
List 1
Dutch

EEG recording
List 2

Translation

each session participants were seated in front of a computer monitor.
Informed consent of the participants was obtained after the nature of
the procedures had been explained. Participants were given explicit
instructions to “pay attention to the words as this is a memory test
and you will be asked about them later.” Then, participants studied one word list, preceded by three additional (neutral) words that
served as buffer against the primacy effect, and followed by three
additional (neutral) words to guard against recency effects. The
study phase began with a fixation cross, followed by a sequence of
words, each presented for 2000 ms. After the study phase, there was a
30-min interval during which participants were prepared for the EEG
recording phase. During this interval, participants watched a neutral
documentary, serving as a filler task. Then, pre-condition baseline
EEG data were collected during a 4-min period1 in which participants
alternated each minute between keeping their eyes open and closed.
After that, participants engaged in either the EM procedure or the
control procedure. During this phase, the experimenter closely monitored participants’ compliance with the instructions. Participants’
compliance with instruction was also ensured by recording their
saccadic electro-oculograms (EOG) during this phase. In the EM
condition participants were instructed to focus on the dot appearing
on the screen and follow it by moving their eyes and not their head.
In the control condition, participants were told to keep their eyes at
the colored dot. Immediately after this procedure, post-condition
baseline EEG data were collected during a 4-min period, using the
previous scheme. After the baseline EEG recordings, participants
were asked to write on a piece of paper as many words as they
could remember from the study list within 5 min. At the end of the
experiment participants were paid and debriefed.

Dutch

Translation

Neutral words

Electroencephalography was recorded at 512 Hz from 31 Ag/AgCl
electrodes mounted in an elastic cap according to the International
10–20 system, and from the left and right mastoids using a 64-channel Biosemi active electrode recording system. Individual sensors
were adjusted and impedances were kept lower than 25 kΩ. Two
additional electrodes (Common Mode Sense, CMS; and Driven
Right Leg, DRL) were used as reference and ground. The horizontal
and vertical EOG were measured using bipolar recordings from
electrodes placed approximately 1 cm lateral of the outer canthi of
the two eyes and from electrodes placed approximately 1 cm above
and below participants’ right eye.

Appel

Apple

Legpuzzel

Jigsaw

Grammatica

Grammar

Aankleden

To dress

Document

Document

Handtas

Handbag

Driehoek

Triangle

Bestek

Cutlery

Elleboog

Elbow

Centimeter

Centimeter

Portret

Portrait

Dossier

File

Potlood

Pencil

Etiket

Label

Meubel

Furniture

Badkamer

Bathroom

EEG data analysis

Supermarkt

Supermarket

Deurbel

Doorbell

Mechanisch

Mechanical

Ademhaling

Breathing

EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) and Matlab (Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA) were used for off-line EEG data processing.
After applying a 50-Hz notch filter, data were visually inspected
and cleaned of large movement-related artifacts and bad segments.
Consistently bad channels in a given session were interpolated using
a spherical spline algorithm. ICA was then used to remove ocular
and muscle artifacts (Jung et al., 2000). Data were segmented into
4096-ms epochs and visually inspected in a second round for remaining artifacts, which were manually removed. The mean number of
artifact-free epochs used in the coherence analyses was 19.9 (i.e., 81 s).

Emotional words
Sadist

Sadist

Afgrijzen

Horror

Tranen

Tears

Tumor

Tumor

Fobie

Phobia

Bloed

Blood

Trauma

Trauma

Mislukking

Failure

Verraad

Betrayal

Verdriet

Grief

Inbraak

Burglary

Woede

Rage

Kanker

Cancer

Gevaar

Danger

Armoede

Poverty

Sterven

To die

Bom

Bomb

Pistool

Pistol

Moord

Murder

Haat

Hate
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For two participants only 2 min of data were available.

1
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To investigate the hypothesis that horizontal EMs produce changes
in interhemispheric communication, we computed between-channel phase and amplitude coherence, using the baseline EEG data
obtained right before and after the EMs and the control condition
and examined EM-specific changes in interhemispheric coherence.
To this end, we first re-referenced the artifact-free epoched data to
the average of all channels (i.e., average reference) or, in additional
analyses, subtracted from each channel the weighted average of the
signals occurring at the immediately surrounding electrodes (i.e.,
Laplacian reference; Essl and Rappelsberger, 1998). It is well known
that choice of reference can influence the outcome of coherence
analyses (Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006)2. For this reason, we ran
our coherence and correlation analyses on both average-referenced
and Laplacian-referenced data. Cross-channel baseline phase and
amplitude coherence were estimated separately for 12 interhemispheric electrode pairs (Fp1–Fp2, F3–F4, FC3–FC4, C3–C4, CP3–
CP4, P3–P4, O1–O2, F7–F8, FT7–FT8, T7–T8, TP7–TP8, P7–P8),
for six standard frequency bands: θ (4–7 Hz), α (8–13 Hz), lower
β (14–21 Hz), higher β (22–33 Hz), lower γ (36–44 Hz), and higher
γ (44–90 Hz) using Hanning-tapered, zero-padded fast Fourier
transforms (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). Phase coherence for two
signals a and b was defined as:
COHa ,b ( f , t ) =

1 n Fka ( f , t )Fkb ( f , t )∗
∑
n k =1 Fka ( f , t )Fkb ( f , t )

where n is the number of trials and * denotes the complex conjugation. Fk (f, t) represents the spectral estimates for a trial k, at time t
and frequency f, for a given signal. Thus, the Fourier transform of
one signal was multiplied with the complex conjugate of another
signal. The resulting cross-power spectrum was then normalized by
power of the given frequency f (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). The
magnitude of cross-channel coherence varies between 0 and 1, a
value of 0 indicating a complete absence of synchronization at the
given frequency f in the time window centered on t, and 1 indicating perfect synchronization. Amplitude coherence was computed
by correlating the spectral estimates for trial k of signals a and b at
time t and frequency f (Delorme and Makeig, 2004).
Changes in post vs. pre baseline phase and amplitude coherence between conditions were then compared using paired-samples
t-tests. In addition, in order to examine whether changes in interhemispheric coherence were associated with changes in memory
performance, we ran correlation analyses between differences in
changes in coherence between conditions and the corresponding
differences in changes in the number of freely recalled words, separately for the neutral and emotional stimuli. To correct for multiple
comparisons, a significance criterion of α < 0.004 (i.e., α = 0.05/12
electrode pairs) was adopted. Since our main prediction was that
horizontal EM would selectively affect interhemispheric communication, we focused on differences in interhemispheric coherence
between the EM vs. control condition and, if observed, examined
whether these were driven by changes in post vs. pre baseline coherWhile average reference provides reasonable semi-quantitative estimates of largescale neocortical source coherence, it may overestimate coherence due to volume
conduction. Conversely, the Laplacian method removes most reference electrode and
volume conduction distortion, but may underestimate coherence by spatial filtering.
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ence in the EM condition, the control condition, or both. Only those
differences in coherence between the EM and control conditions
that were also accompanied by a significant change in coherence
in the EM condition are reported here (but see Tables 2 and 3 for
an overview of all significant effects).

Results
Behavioral data

Paired-samples t-tests (one-tailed) indicated that in the EM condition, participants recalled more emotional words (M = 5.9,
SD = 2.5) than in the control condition (M = 4.5, SD = 3.0),
t(13) = 2.1, p = 0.026, Cohen’s d = 0.51, indicating a medium effect).
There was no difference between the number of recalled neutral
words in the EM condition (M = 4.1, SD = 2.4) and the control
condition (M = 4.0, SD = 2.9), t(13) = 0.1, p = 0.47 (see Figure 1).
EEG data

Based on the interhemispheric interaction hypothesis, we predicted increased interhemispheric phase and/or amplitude coherence as a result of participants’ engagement in the EM condition,
reflecting altered functional connectivity between the hemispheres.
Figures 2A,B show changes in baseline interhemispheric phase and
amplitude coherence, respectively, as a function of condition (EM,
control). One lateral frontal electrode pair, FT7–FT8, displayed a
significant difference in post vs. pre alpha-band amplitude coherence in the EM vs. the control condition, t(13) = 5.0, p = 0.0002
(Laplacian-referenced data). Post hoc paired t-tests revealed that this
difference was driven by significant changes in amplitude coherence
in both the EM and the control condition. Specifically, amplitude
coherence decreased after horizontal EMs, t(13) = 3.5, p = 0.004
while amplitude coherence increased after the control condition,
t(13) = 3.6, p = 0.003. Based on the interhemispheric interaction
hypothesis, one would predict that interhemispheric communication is selectively altered by horizontal EMs, rendering this effect,
which was driven by both conditions, difficult to interpret. No other
EM-related changes in interhemispheric coherence were observed
in the average-referenced and the Laplacian-referenced data, all
ps > 0.004. Our analyses did reveal other significant changes in
coherence in the EM condition or in the control condition that did
not reliably differ between the two conditions, and hence do not
reflect selective effects of horizontal EMs on interhemispheric communication. These results are reported in Tables 2 and 3. To exclude
the possibility that we missed subtle changes in coherence due to
the stringency of the corrected α value used, we also examined
the results using α ≤ 0.01 as significance criterion. No additional
significant differences in interhemispheric coherence driven by the
EM condition were found for any of the six frequency bands.
We next performed correlational analyses to examine whether
individual differences in EM-related changes in interhemispheric
connectivity were predictive of changes in memory performance. No relationship was observed across participants between
EM-related changes in phase and amplitude coherence and
corresponding changes in the recall of neutral or emotional words
(all ps > 0.004; see also Tables 2 and 3). With a less stringent
threshold of p < 0.01, similarly, no changes in coherence driven
by the EM condition were associated with changes in the recall of
neutral or emotional words.
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Table 2 | Summary of significant changes in phase coherence for the average and the Laplacian reference scheme (significance threshold adjusted
for number of electrode pairs).
Phase coherence, p < 0.004

Reference
				
Test
Average

Theta	Alpha

Beta
Low

Gamma
High

Low

High

t-test EM-C						
t-test EM			

P7–P8		

CP3–CP4

t-test C			

P3–P4		

FC3–FC4

FC3–FC4

Corr EM-C All						
Corr EM-C Neut						
Corr EM-C Emo						
Corr EM All						
Corr EM Neut						
Corr EM Emo						
Corr C All						
Corr C Neut

Fp1–Fp2

C3–C4				

Corr C Emo			
Laplacian

P7–P8

FC3–FC4			

t-test EM-C						
t-test EM						
t-test C				
Corr EM-C All			

P7–P8		

F3–F4			

Corr EM-C Neut						
Corr EM-C Emo						
Corr EM All						
Corr EM Neut						
Corr EM Emo						
Corr C All						
Corr C Neut				
Corr C Emo		

C3–C4		

T7–T8				

Corr, correlation; EM, eye movement condition; C, control condition; Neut, neutral words; Emo, emotional words.

Propper et al. (2007) found that the EM procedure reduced interhemispheric coherence in the gamma band (35–54 Hz) at anterior
frontal electrodes (FP1–FP2). They used a between-subjects design
and a measure of coherence that depends mostly on the consistency of phase differences between electrodes (Nunez et al., 1997;
Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006). We therefore examined whether we
could replicate their findings using the same coherence measure
and a between-subject approach3, by including only data from the
first session. Participants were divided into two groups based on
the condition (EM or control) they participated in during this
session. Gamma-band coherence between channels FP1 and FP2
was computed on the artifact-free epoched data, separately for each
participant and the pre- and post-condition baseline EEG data sets.
In contrast to Propper et al. (2007), we did not find a difference
between groups in changes in interhemispheric frontal gamma
coherence, t(12) = 0.04, p = 1 for the average-referenced data and
t(12) = 0.67, p = 0.5 for the Laplacian-referenced data.
3
The same analysis was also performed using a within-subjects approach, revealing
no differences in frontal gamma coherence in FP1 and FP2 pair between the two
conditions; t(13) = 0.40, p = 0.7 for the average-referenced data and t(13) = 0.60,
p = 0.6 for the Laplacian-referenced data.

www.frontiersin.org

Discussion
The main aim of this study was to test a key prediction of the interhemispheric communication hypothesis of EMDR: the hypothesis
that bilateral horizontal EMs increase the synchronization between the
hemispheres, therewith facilitating episodic recall (Servan‑Schreiber,
2000; Propper and Christman, 2008). We used EEG to examine
whether engagement for 30 s in horizontal saccadic EMs resulted
in increased (or altered) interhemispheric connectivity between
symmetric scalp locations. Our data yielded very little evidence for
this hypothesis: interhemispheric phase and amplitude EEG coherence among 12 channel pairs and across six frequency bands were not
selectively affected by the EM procedure. As discussed below, the only
exception concerned a pair of lateral frontal electrodes that showed
a decrease in amplitude coherence in the alpha band (8–13 Hz), but
this effect was driven by changes in alpha-amplitude coherence in
both the EM and the control condition. We also investigated whether
EM-related changes in interhemispheric connectivity predicted corresponding changes in episodic memory performance. Our data did
not confirm this prediction either. Therefore, our results do not support the idea that the beneficial effect of EMs on memory retrieval
is mediated by changes in interhemispheric interaction between
homologous areas at the cortical level.
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Table 3 | Summary of significant changes in amplitude coherence for the average and the Laplacian reference scheme (significance threshold
adjusted for number of electrode pairs).
Reference	Amplitude coherence, p < 0.004
				
Test
Average

Beta

Theta	Alpha

Low

Gamma
High

Low

High

t-test EM-C						
t-test EM

FT7–FT8					

t-test C			

FT7–FT8			

Corr EM-C All						
Corr EM-C Neut						
Corr EM-C Emo						
Corr EM All						
Corr EM Neut						
Corr EM Emo						
Corr C All						
Corr C Neut				

CP3–CP4

TP7–TP8

T7–T8, P3–P4

Corr C Emo						
Laplacian

t-test EM-C		

FT7–FT8				

t-test EM		

FT7–FT8				

t-test C		

FT7–FT8, C3–C4

C3–C4, P7–P8		

P3–P4

Corr EM-C All						
Corr EM-C Neut						
Corr EM-C Emo						
Corr EM All						
Corr EM Neut						
Corr EM Emo				

O1–O2		

Corr C All						
Corr C Neut				

TP7–TP8

FT7–FT8

FT7–FT8

Corr C Emo
Corr, correlation; EM, eye movement condition; C, control condition; Neut, neutral words; Emo, emotional words.

Figure 1 | Mean number of freely recalled neutral and emotional words
in the eye movement (EM) condition and the control condition. Error bars
indicate the 97% confidence interval.

While research has convincingly linked alpha power to the
excitability or activation of underlying cortical tissue (e.g.,
Pfurtscheller, 2001; Klimesch et al., 2007), less is known about
the functional significance of inter-regional alpha synchronization
during resting-state conditions. Alpha coherence between homologous frontal sites has been shown to be state dependent in some
studies. For example, alpha coherence between frontal sites was
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found to become weaker from wakefulness to drowsiness to REM
sleep (Cantero et al., 1999), and to be reduced during a cognitive
task vs. resting state (Nunez, 2000). The here observed EM-related
decrease in alpha-band coherence over frontal sites might thus
reflect changes in brain state related to decreased arousal or cognitive processing. Yet, it is unclear how decreased arousal or cognitive processing functionally would lead to memory enhancement.
Furthermore, several observations suggest caution in interpreting
this effect: First, as mentioned above, alpha-band amplitude coherence between frontal electrodes was not only affected in the EM
condition; the control condition showed a significant increase in
coherence. Second, there was no relationship between EM-related
changes in alpha-band amplitude coherence and corresponding
changes in memory task performance. Third and lastly, amplitude coherence is much more sensitive to artifactual changes in
baseline EEG, for example, residual eye movement-related activity, than phase coherence. Therefore, the current finding should
be interpreted with caution, and future studies are necessary to
determine its robustness.
Our main findings contrast with the findings of Propper et al.
(2007), who found that 30 s of bilateral saccadic EMs led to a
decrease in interhemispheric coherence in the gamma band. Our
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Figure 2 | (A) Group average difference topographic head maps of phase
coherence values in theta (4–7 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), lower beta (14–21 Hz),
higher beta (22–33 Hz), lower gamma (36–44 Hz), and higher gamma
(44–90 Hz) frequency bands averaged across the 4-min baseline recording
periods before and after the EM vs. the control manipulation (averagereference data). The magnitude of cross-channel coherence varies between 0
and 1, with 0 indicating a complete absence of synchronization and 1
indicating perfect synchronization. Colors here denote changes in coherence,
with yellow–red (positive values) denoting increased coherence, and green–
blue (negative values) denoting decreased coherence. (B) Group average

study addressed some important limitations of the study by Propper
et al. (2007). First, we used a within-subjects design, which allows
a more powerful comparison between task conditions. Second, we
calculated both phase and amplitude coherence, for twelve electrode pairs covering the entire scalp, and we based our coherence
estimates on multiple 4-s epochs. Finally, we computed coherence
for both average-referenced and Laplacian-referenced data. Given
these methodological strengths, it is unlikely that we missed any
evidence of altered interhemispheric coherence (present in the
EEG signal). Of further importance, a post hoc analysis that used
the same coherence measure and a between-subject approach, as
Propper et al. (2007) did, but was based on multiple 4-s epochs,
did not replicate their previous finding. Therefore, our results are
inconsistent with the notion that horizontal EMs alter the functional connectivity of the hemispheres.
Although experimental studies have repeatedly demonstrated
the beneficial effects of EMs on memory for neutral stimuli, our
study is the first to demonstrate that 30 s of bilateral saccadic EMs
enhance the episodic retrieval of non-traumatic emotional stimuli
in healthy adults. In contrast, we did not replicate previous findings of enhanced recall of neutral stimuli (Christman et al., 2003;
Lyle et al., 2008a; Parker et al., 2008). This may be due to a design
difference between our study and previous studies: in most previous studies the EM manipulation immediately preceded the
recall test, whereas in our study the EM manipulation and recall
test (which lasted ∼5 min) were separated by the post-condition
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difference topographic head maps of amplitude coherence values in theta
(4–7 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), lower beta (14–21 Hz), higher beta (22–33 Hz),
lower gamma (36–44 Hz), and higher gamma (44–90 Hz) frequency bands
averaged across the 4-min baseline recording periods before and after the EM
vs. the control manipulation (average-reference data). The magnitude of
cross-channel coherence varies between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating a
complete absence of synchronization and 1 indicating perfect synchronization.
Colors here denote changes in coherence, with yellow–red (positive values)
denoting increased coherence, and green–blue (negative values) denoting
decreased coherence.

baseline EEG measurement, which lasted 4 min. The time frame
of EM-related effects on memory is still unknown. Hence, it is
possible that the effects do not last longer than 4–9 min, which
would be too short to affect the retrieval of the neutral words in
our paradigm. Moreover, the EM-related effects might have been
too weak to improve recall of neutral stimuli but strong enough
to improve recall of emotional words. The only indication for
the duration of the effects of EMs we found was in a study of
Shobe et al. (2009), who investigated the effect of bilateral EMs
on dimensions of creativity, showing that the effect of EMs on
originality lasted up to 7–9 min, while the effect on categorical
distinctiveness, another creativity dimension, lasted 4–6 min.
However, it is unclear whether these time estimates generalize
to effects on memory.
What are the implications of this study for the mechanism
underlying EMDR? At the behavioral level, the finding that EMs
enhance the recall of non-traumatic emotional stimuli raises
important questions regarding the nature of the changes in memory effected by the EMs and the role of these changes in clinical
improvement. Currently, we lack a sufficient understanding of the
enhancement of normal neutral and emotional recall following
horizontal saccadic EMs vis-à-vis the reduction in vividness and
distress associated with emotional autobiographical memories.
Furthermore, it is not yet clear how these changes are related to the
EMDR-related reduction of symptoms associated with traumatic
memories, such as intrusions and flashbacks in patients with PTSD.
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At the neurobiological level, the present results provide an
important challenge for the proposal of Christman and Propper
(2001) that EMs enhance memory through a change in functional
connectivity of the right and left prefrontal cortices. Moreover, our
findings also suggest that it is unlikely that horizontal EMs produce a
significant change in interhemispheric coherence between the other
cortical lobes, for example the parietal or temporal lobes, which
have been associated with episodic retrieval (Squire et al., 2004;
Wagner et al., 2005). Of course, interhemispheric interaction is
not limited to homologous areas in the two hemispheres, and
our findings do not exclude the possibility that EMs change the
interhemispheric interaction between anterior and posterior brain
areas or between subcortical areas, thereby influencing memory
(cf. Parker and Dagnall, 2010). In a recent report, Lyle and Martin
(2010) have found that saccades enhance the accuracy on a lettermatching task when matching targets and probes are presented to
the same hemisphere but not when they are presented to different
hemispheres. The authors conclude that saccades might enhance
attentional processing within each hemisphere without necessarily
altering interhemispheric dynamics.
While our study of healthy adults provides an important first step
in understanding the EMs effect in relation to EMDR’s mechanism
of action, we also like to note the limitations of our experimental
condition as a model of EMDR therapy for PTSD. Firstly, we tested
healthy subjects and not PTSD patients. PTSD patients may be
characterized by different neurobiological states and/or cognitive
processing styles as a result of persistent PTSD symptoms compared to healthy individuals. Moreover, also the target memories
are different in PTSD patients compared to healthy subjects (i.e.,
traumatic memories of significant arousal and valence that took
place months, or even years ago vs. neutral and emotional material of non-traumatic nature that has been encoded 30 min before

retrieval). Secondly, while the number and/or duration of EMs in
our study approximates the procedure described in EMDR protocols
for administering one set of bilateral stimulation (Shapiro, 2001,
2009; Schubert et al., 2011), EMDR treatment uses multiple sets
of EMs during a session and the duration of each individual set is
often adjusted to the level of distress associated with the traumatic
material. Furthermore, in EMDR sessions the EMs are made while
the patient is holding the traumatic memory in mind, and not before
its retrieval, as is the case in the laboratory memory paradigms.
Taken together, because of these methodological differences, our
results may not generalize to patients and/or to sessions in which
more sets, or longer-lasting sets, of bilateral stimulation are used. It
might well be the case that EMs affect patients’ EEG coherence in a
different way than that of healthy participants or that 30 s of EMs
are not sufficient to produce a detectable change in EEG coherence.
We acknowledge that our findings should be considered as
preliminary evidence, and that they need to be replicated in a
larger sample. However, if replicated, the present results shed
serious doubts on the interhemispheric interaction hypothesis as
the neurobiological mechanism underlying EMDR. In that case,
more research is needed to further investigate the neurobiological underpinnings of other neurocognitive models of EMDR,
such as the working memory account (Gunter and Bodner, 2008;
van den Hout et al., 2010), the thalamo-cortical binding account
(Bergmann, 2008), and the possibility that EMDR targets memory through activation of REM-like mechanisms (Hassard, 1996;
Stickgold, 2002).
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